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dotFIT™ WheySmooth™
Goal
WheySmooth (WS) is designed to deliver nature’s highest known biological value (BV) protein source, whey protein,
with a BV of 104. Additionally, whey protein has a 100% Protein Digestibility Corrected Amino Acid Score (PDCAAS),
which is a composite score indicator of protein quality used to determine the ability of protein to meet the body’s
amino acid requirements. PDCAAS considers the protein’s essential amino acid (EAA) composition and digestibility.
The protein extraction from the milk source used in WS is a concentrate, allowing greater overall health including
immune support compared to other forms of whey protein because of the naturally occurring health and growth
globulins contained in the whey portion of the dairy protein.
Proper use of WS helps conveniently increase dietary protein intake as needed, while simultaneously minimizing
calories and eliminating unwanted food stuffs that often accompanies whole food protein sources for overall health,
athletic training, and body composition goals. WS comes in a low-calorie powdered mix (chocolate, vanilla and
unflavored) form which enables one to adjust the total protein and other nutrient content as desired, while remaining
within their specific calorie needs based on fitness goals.
Because of whey protein’s superior absorption and amino acid profile (specifically EAAs including leucine), the purpose
of WS is to improve on the mechanisms of action related to muscle protein synthesis (MPS), diet and training
outcomes when compared to other sources of protein. Therefore, gram for gram compared to other complete
proteins, WS can: 1)improve lean body mass (LBM) gains or preservation and appetite control during fat/weight loss,
leading to favorable body composition changes; 2)maximize MPS especially timely as needed (peri-workout), which
may also optimize muscle hypertrophy and performance; 3) allow more protein (EAA) with fewer calories to assist in
lifelong weight control, while also staving off inevitable age-related muscle loss; 4) deliver other potential health
benefits, including immune system support; 5) in its native high protein, low calorie powdered form, including allnatural and unflavored versions, it can serve as the starting ingredients for the user to add as desired (e.g. fruits,
vegetables, dairy, etc.) to complete a healthy meal/shake – i.e. serves as a tasty delivery system to include foods not
consumed regularly. And finally, WheySmooth’s accompanying ingredients allows for easy mixing and is ideal for
baking.

Rationale
The constituents of whey protein including its comparatively higher leucine and other essential amino acid amounts
per gram of protein along with the natural health contributing bio-actives contained in the concentrate, make whey
protein sources reign premier in supporting muscle protein synthesis and body composition goals. Further, the
digestibility, absorption, and amino acid retention (muscle deposition) score compared to other popular protein
sources, validates whey’s benefits and therefore, when protein supplementation is included to meet individual
recommendations in maximizing exercise/performance outcomes or daily life recovery, whey protein is a first
choice when diet restrictions do not impede the selection.
Background
Like vitamins and essential minerals (VM), dietary protein and its constituent amino acids (AA) are indispensable to the
creation, development, and maintenance of life. 1 Dietary protein once ingested, is broken down to its constituent AA
and can be reformed into the thousands of specific human bodily proteins, each of which is uniquely designed to
accomplish specific tasks. 2 The AA also act as signaling molecules to regulate their myriad functions, including but not
limited to, hormone and neurotransmitter formation, act as fuel and contribute to energy production when needed
(e.g. supply intermediates in the Krebs Cycle and gluconeogenesis), and muscle protein synthesis and breakdown
(MPB) modulation, with the MPS being the focus of this review paper. 3,4
20 proteogenic L-amino acids are the building blocks for protein synthesis, all vital to life and health.1,5 The AA are
classified as (see Table 1): essential amino acids, because these nine AA must be supplied by exogenous sources (e.g.
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diet, supplements) to begin and sustain life and health. The remaining 11 AA, although indispensable to life, are nonessential amino acids (NEAA) because they can be produced from other substances/AA in the body. Six of these NEAA
are considered to be conditionally essential, meaning under times of stress (caloric restriction, illness, injury, etc.) the
body cannot produce them in high enough quantities to properly support health and daily recovery.1,6 Although there
are often minor disagreements on one or two of the NEAA, such as tyrosine and serine that should be labeled
“conditional”, it is of little consequence since all can be manufactured within the body at some level as long as
substrates are available (standard diet), and the more important EAA are clearly defined and agreed upon.1,2,5,6

Table 1 - Twenty Proteogenic Amino Acids Necessary For Protein Synthesis1,2,5,6
Essential Amino Acidsa
Histidine
Isoleucine
Leucine
Lysine
Methionine
Phenylalanine
Threonine
Tryptophan
Valine

Conditionally Essentialb
Arginine
Cysteine
Gluamine
Glicine
Proline
Tyrosine

Non-Essentialc
Alanine
Asparagine
Aspartate
Glutamate
Serine

aMust

be consumed because the body cannot manufacture them at all or in sufficient quantites to support life
to be consumed to some degree during during growth and development, stress, caloric restriction or illness
cCan be synthisized in sufficient amounts provided that necessary building blocks and enzymes are availble
bRequired

Among the many structural and functional tasks performed by protein’s NEAA and EAA, they are responsible for
skeletal muscle creation, development and maintenance with the EAA being the most important, not solely because
mammals must acquire them from exogenous sources and their respective tissue distribution, but EAA are the primary
signaling molecules that trigger MPS (and MPB) and maintain AA homeostasis.3,4,7,8 Therefore, it’s understood that
protein sources, plant or animal, with the greater EAA count and composition that is closest to human needs per gram
of protein, along with higher ratings of digestibility, absorption and retention, are scored as proteins of the greatest
value. 9,10 As displayed in Table 2 and 3, whey protein scores highest, which currently makes whey protein the most
popular supplemental protein for supporting MPS. 11, 12
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Table 2 - Protein Quality Assesment Based on Human Needs
Source: Berrazaga, et al.11

The Protein Digestibility Corrected
Amino Acid Score (PDCAAS) is a
composite score indicator of protein
quality used to determine the
ability of protein to meet the body’s AA
requirements.
It factors the protein’s EAA composition
and digestibility.
A given dietary protein cannot fully
meet the body’s EAA requirements
when its PDCAAS is less than 100%.

Table 3 - Comparative Essential Amino Acid Scores of Plant and Animal Based Protein Sources
Sources: Berrazaga, et al.11 and adapted from Laleg et al. 13 and Witard et al. 14

1Scores

are calculated based on recommendations for a healthy adult human 15
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Daily Protein Requirements
There are too many variables to secure a magic number for everyone, but more than enough data exists to
construct a blanket recommendation of daily protein for mostly healthy persons who desire to develop, increase or
maintain muscle or stave off the inevitable loss in aging to prolong health and independence. Collective modern
research points to 1 gram per pound of lean body mass (LBM) distributed throughout daily meals as a safe and
effective daily protein intake that can support MPS for all age groups to: optimize growth and development,
maximize exercise induced muscle gains and performance, reduce LBM losses during calorie restriction, overcome
age related anabolic resistance to extend the ability to maintain a positive MPS balance while staving off the
inevitable aging loss of muscle to help remain active and independent throughout a lifetime. Meeting the current
expert recommendations for different sub-populations often requires convenient supplementation with whey
protein-based formulas being the common suggestion because whey has the highest protein scores and potential
efficacy in meeting user’s needs, especially as it relates to MPS.
Although the Recommended Dietary Allowance (RDA) of protein has stubbornly remained constant at 0.8 g/kg (.36
g/lb.) of body weight for many years (a range from 10-35% of total calorie intake is considered safe), 16 the
recommendation is largely ignored by the general population and more often challenged as insufficient by scientists
who study best practices in specialized areas such as sports, exercise, weight/fat loss and aging. 17,18 Further, while
most of the US population (and other developed western societies) meets or slightly exceeds the protein RDA (or
minimum requirement), protein intake, as a percentage of energy intake, remains well below the upper end of the
Acceptable Macronutrient Distribution Range (AMDR) published in the Dietary Guidelines for Americans (DGA).16,19
Therefore, dietary protein recommendations or suggestions for best health, fitness and sport related outcomes have
diversified over the years into more specific recommendations for sub-populations such as athletes, 20,21
exercisers, 22,23,24 dieters, 25,26,27 and the expanding aging population.12,28,29,30,31,32
While the protein RDA may support nitrogen balance in a typical healthy but predominately sedentary youth through
young adulthood, significantly higher levels have been found to be more effective for: exercise, injury recovery, overall
dieting (calorie restriction) and weight control results, exercise-induced muscle hypertrophy and performance gains,
and improving age-related muscle function while reducing losses from the natural ageing
process.7,11,12,17,18,20,21,22,23,24,25,26,27,28,29,30,31,32,33,34 The surge in attention around protein and the benefits of its
constituent AA sparked the beginning of a paradigm shift in overall diet research, concepts and preliminary
recommendations and appears to have accelerated following the Protein Summit 2.0 in Washington DC.28,35
Additionally, higher protein intakes (2-4 times the RDA or 20-35% of total calories) in healthy individuals are for the
most part no longer considered potentially harmful, and in fact using lean sources may be helpful in specific
areas24,33,36,37,38,39,40 as described above. AA consumed well above the protein RDA appears quite safe.28,33,41,42 The
Tolerable Upper Limit (ULs) for the few AA studied, are generally three to five fold greater than typical intakes in the
United States, making it highly unlikely for people to surpass this daily amount. 43
Whey Protein Supplementation
While all complete protein sources (e.g. meat, dairy, fish, egg, soy, etc.) may deliver the AA necessary for basic protein
synthesis, each protein source has other unique bio-active contributions based on overall structure. 44,45,46,47,48,49
Therefore, they are commonly compared in studies to determine which protein source is best for specific health, sport
and fitness outcomes 50,51,52,53,54, – i.e. most bang for the buck, which often means the greatest results with the fewest
calories in order to achieve and maintain a desired body composition during all stages of life and fitness
goals.52,53,54,55,56,57 As captured above, whey proteins, which are extracted from milk protein, are generally considered
the superior human protein source especially as it relates to muscle protein synthesis52,58,59 because of its rapid
absorption rates51,60,61,62 and constituents including its high leucine content15 and other EAA.52,53,54,55,56,57,63,64,65
Therefore, in summary, as supplementation is needed for meeting the current specific field expert recommendations
including timing around activities as described throughout this review, whey protein concentrate because of its EAA
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content, absorption and muscle retention rates, and natural health contributing bio-actives, would be a preferred
choice to improve recovery, health, fitness, and performance outcomes when compared with other sources.

Milk Proteins
The main constituents of milk are considered functional foods, with direct impact on human health.63,66 Milk has two
primary ‘fractions’ of proteins, casein and whey. These fractions are further sub-divided as: four caseins (CN), αS1-, αS2-,
β- and к-CN, and two primary whey proteins, α-lactalbumin (α-LA) and β-lactoglobulin (β-LG), that collectively account
for approximately 90% of all milk protein fractions. 67,68 Whey is the liquid portion making up approximately 20% of the
total protein content of bovine milk with casein being 80% (human milk is 60/40, respectively). 69,70 Bovine whey is
composed of β-lactoglobulin (50%–60%), α-lactalbumin (15–25%) and minor contributions of bovine serum albumin
(BSA, 6%), lactoferrin (<3%) and immunoglobulins (<10%).70
Processing to Produce Whey
Processing, such as ultra-filtration (UF) and microfiltration create different whey protein products. The most utilized
whey proteins include concentrate (35-90% protein, with or without lactose), isolate (~90-95% of protein, normally
without carbohydrates, cholesterol and other whey fractions), hydrolyzed (smaller peptide fractions that are
considered less allergenic but costly), and non-denatured (native protein structures). 71,72 Whey protein concentrate
(WPC) powders with protein contents as high as 85%, such as the source used in WheySmooth, is produced by direct
ultrafiltration to remove components such as lactose and non-protein nitrogen, and diafiltration to wash out the final
unneeded lower molecular components – i.e. virtually all lactose and unwanted minerals, which now pass through the
membranes.72,73 (Note: casein protein has its own unique properties but requires longer digestion than whey leading
to a delayed and more prolonged absorption.50,51,74)
Forms of Whey (What is the ‘best” form of whey proteins?)
All three common forms of whey protein, WPC, isolate, and hydrolysates are all used in positive clinical trials, often
specific to their properties but at a minimum they all contain the same EAA profile best for MPS.52,75 WheySmooth
uses WPC because WPC not only includes the same EAA necessary for MPS, it also contains other bio-active health,
immune and growth factor components including the minerals calcium, sodium, phosphorus, and potassium; proteins
including alpha-lactalbumin, beta-lactoglobulin, lactoferrin, serum albumin, lysozyme; immunoglobulins A, G, and M;
and cysteine, 76 all which may have positive impacts on human health.34,63,66,71,77 Further, WPC has been shown to be
more effective in controlling or reducing fat mass when compared to whey isolate and hydrolysate.47 While the
process of creating whey isolates (and hydrolyzed whey) eliminates some of the bio-active components of whey
named above, isolates or hydrolysates/peptides fully support MPS and have a clinical or allergen application. 78,79 The
other substances naturally found in WPC may be contraindicated for unique dairy allergies, high cholesterol, or other
health reasons. dotFIT LeanMR uses whey isolates for this purpose.
Manufacturing Processes & Marketing Hype
As discussed, WPC and isolates go through a process to remove most of the carbohydrates, fat and lactose from
regular unprocessed whey from whole milk. Both result in an almost pure protein with the isolate minus the other
health contributors.71,72,73 The protein in WheySmooth is 90% WPC (80% protein), 5% whey isolate (90% protein) and
5% casein (90% protein) and contains negligible lactose. 80
Marketing Hype: the advertising of filtering processes in producing whey products such as WPC, isolates, etc. are
marketing spins. The desired outcome (supply high content of EAA and/or growth factors for recovery, muscle building
and health) will be the same when processing proceeds as properly outlined in manufacturing guidelines for dairy
products.72,73 Examples of marketing hyperbole include “fairy tales” around the terms cold filtered, ultra-filtration, ionexchange, micro-filtration, cross-flow filtration, etc. Nutrition research scientists who are not under contract with
specific supplement manufactures agree that currently these terms are all basically the same as described above.
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Marketing talking points about filtration methods is hype that only confuses us all and makes little to no difference in
the MPS value of the whey protein.52,71,72,73
Summary of Protein in WheySmooth
Based on efficacy and desired total contents, WS uses an UF, diafiltration, ion-exchange instantized protein blend
containing 90% whey concentrate, 5% whey isolate and 5% casein for immediate and extended release and easy
mixing. There is only trace (1.4 g) of lactose per serving and therefore unless you have been diagnosed with “severe
lactose intolerance,” which is rare, 81 this amount should have no adverse reaction.* There is a normal reduction in
lactase (enzyme to breakdown lactose for absorption) in childhood ascribed to be an evolutionary trait necessary to
facilitate weaning. 82 Most lactose mal-digesters (lactose malabsorption from natural lactase non-persistence) and
individuals who consider themselves lactose intolerant, can consume 6-12 grams of lactose in one feeding without
major symptoms. As a reference, one cup of milk or yogurt has 12 and 9 grams of lactose, respectively. 83
*Most individuals with lactose malabsorption tolerate a dose of at least 12 g of lactose (corresponding to 250 mL of milk)
without problems. Larger doses may be tolerated if consumed with food or spread over a whole day.83

Protein Intake in Weight/Body Fat Loss
Loss of lean body mass (LBM) is an undesirable and mostly unavoidable consequence of conventional weight loss
practices. Not solely because of the misery incurred as the human body mounts its natural defenses (e.g., increase
in appetite, decrease in energy and metabolism, etc.) to continuous losses of evolutionary driven perceived hard
earned body mass, which most often eventually leads to surrender and weight regain, but diet induced loss of LBM
is strongly associated with the weight regain phenomenon. Higher protein diets in a dose-dependent manner (2550% of total calorie intake) have been shown to ameliorate the body’s weight loss defense actions including
supporting LBM and forcing greater losses of body fat during weight reduction attempts.
Higher protein diets (25-50% of total calories or significantly greater than the RDA) which include low/moderate fat
and/or low carbohydrate are generally more successful for weight loss than lower protein diets, at least in the short
term, especially in terms of protecting LBM ( see Figure 1 below from Willoughby et al. 84). 85,86,87,88,89,90 The basic
mechanisms of action include greater satiety, increased daily energy expenditure (including thermic effect of food
[TEF]), fat oxidation, 91,92,93,94,95,96,97,98 and preservation of lean body mass (LBM).22,86,98,99,100,101,102,103 The latter
arguably being protein’s most important action since loss of LBM not only compromises the body’s structure,
functions, and total energy expenditure, but greater losses of fat free mass (e.g. muscle, bone, other
organs88,104,105,106,107,108) are strongly associated with weight regain and appetite. 109 Of all these actions of protein,
whey proteins compared to other sources appear to deliver superior outcomes when integrated into daily meal
planning.65,91,101,110,111,112,113,114
Figure 1 – Fat Mass vs. Lean Mass Loss in Various Diets (Source: Willoughby et al.84)
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Whey Protein in Weight Loss
Whey protein appears to have greater influence on satiety,56,91,110,111,112,113,115 MPS, LBM preservation56,63,65,116,117,118 fat
oxidation, body composition,47,56,57,59,65,91,118,119 and health when compared to other protein sources.114,120 Much of
whey's added value may be due to its EAA structure including high leucine content and rapid amino acid absorption
rate.63,64,65,112 Whey protein compared to other protein sources such as soy, red meat/steak, chicken, etc., has a
relative significant greater amount of leucine per gram or protein.11,13,14,15,65 25 grams of whey protein contains three
(3) grams of leucine whereas soy has 1.4 grams, casein contains 2.3 grams and most meats contain even less.52
Scientific data suggests that at least 2.5 grams of leucine may be the turning point for benefits when it comes to
protein synthesis.65,121,122,123 Xu ZR et al. found that leucine supplementation alone is useful to address the age-related
decline in muscle mass in elderly individuals because it increases the muscle protein fractional synthetic rate, 124 but it
appears that a leucine fortified whey protein is even more effective in supporting MPS, suggesting that leucine
supplementation alone has a MPS trigger threshold based on the need for the supporting factors of the other
AAs.123,125,126,127 In other words, the available remaining complimentary EAAs and/or NEAAs would be the limiting
factor in leucine’s potent MPS actions.125,126,127,128,129 For more details on whey protein mechanisms of actions in
supporting weight loss, the practitioner is referred to the LeanMR document here.

WheySmooth in Weight Loss
In its native form (starting mix formula), WS is a low calorie, high anabolic protein source with cofactors to support
protein’s function and taste. The nutrition profile of the mix makes it flexible in matching it to the user’s goal because
the user can adjust the protein, fat, carbohydrate, and calories as necessary, including adding other foods and
ingredients to meet fitness goal requirements while keeping calories under control. One serving (scoop) of WS
contains 25 g of protein, 7 g of carbohydrate, 3 g of fat, 200 mg calcium, 224 mg potassium in only 160 calories;
mindful that you can adjust the serving size to fit your needs – i.e., 1.5 scoops is ~40 g of protein in 240 calories. WS is
commonly used to meet the higher protein within lower calorie requirements necessary for protecting LBM,
supporting appetite etc., during weight/body fat reduction including being incorporated into a meal
replacement/substitute weight control strategy.
WheySmooth and Meal Replacements in Weight Control
Proper use of meal replacements during calorie restriction is considered one of the most effective treatments for
weight control for both initial weight loss and maintenance.98,130,131,132,133,134,135,136,137,138,139,140 Based on the definition
of a food product labeled as a “Meal Replacement,” 141 WS is purposely formulated to not meet that criteria by itself,
allowing it to be a single product to satisfy multiple goals (see summary at end of document), including serving as the
high protein, low calorie starting nutrition mix for the user to create an individualized meal replacement or substitute
to support weight control. In other words, WS can be used as a complete meal replacement by mixing in other foods
to reach desired macronutrient ratios and calories. The excerpt on meal replacements and weight loss below,
“Successful use of Meal Replacements within the Daily Meal Planning,” is taken from the LeanMR section of the
Practitioner Dietary Supplement Reference Guide with all related references.
Additionally, WS can simply serve as a daily whey protein source to enhance weight loss outcomes as described above.
One serving adds 25 g protein and 3 g leucine with only 7 g of carbohydrate to help achieve desired levels of daily
protein, including leucine, during weight loss. Suggested protein daily intake during normal weight loss (which includes
performing some form of physical activity) to deliver described benefits should be approximately 0.8-1.0 g per pound
of body weight (or 1 g/lb of LBM) spread evenly across four to five meals; 18,23,24,25,26,27,34,142,143,144 and greater if weight
loss is aggressive – i.e. the larger the caloric deficit, the greater the need for protein to support
LBM.18,21,22,23,27,39,84,116,117,118,119, 145,146, Further, as referenced above, whey protein has demonstrated better body
composition outcomes than other protein supplementation and therefore, WS is structured to meet this criteria and
serve as an ideal complement to the daily traditional food diet to reach this protein level within the calorie allotment
for the desired rate of weight/bodyfat loss.
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Successful use of Meal Replacements within the Daily Meal Planning
Overall Diet
Taken in totality for the goal of weight loss and subsequent maintenance, as referenced above, science favors a whey
protein mix-type “meal replacement” (or substitute) to be integrated and complement a high protein calorie restricted
diet containing 30-40% carbohydrates, 30-35% protein and the remainder dietary fat (always maintaining a minimum
of 1 g of protein/lb./LBM/day). In other words, daily menus containing traditional food meals, with protein in each
meal, and the inclusion of controlled calorie high protein-based mixes to complete the allowed caloric allotment, has
been validated as a top successful strategy to support weight/fat loss while protecting LBM and reducing the
likelihood of weight regain. Further, using the category “meal replacement” for a malleable protein mix in the context
of inclusion (or addition) to traditional food meals versus an actual replacement, is often a misnomer depending on
formulation and how it’s used within daily meal planning, since properly prepared meal replacements (MRs) are food
products, thus actually a meal offering potentially more nutritious daily meals within the daily goal calories.
Meal Replacement Integration
Weight Loss Phase:
• Except in the early stage of diets when meal replacements may be used extensively in daily meal planning (often
physician monitored and sole/predominant food source),137,138,139,147 they are generally used to replace two meals
a day and allow freedom of choice from traditional foods for the remaining allotted
foods/calories.132,133,134,135,136,137,138,140,148
• Meal replacements may supply two small meals within any calorie restricted meal plan of four to five
meals/snacks since it's been shown that frequent, smaller meals are generally better for weight loss than fewer
larger ones, particularly as it relates to satiety, preservation of LBM and energy
levels.18,23,24,25,26,27,136,137,138,142,144,148,149,150,151
Maintenance Phase
• Consume the required calories for maintenance spread between four to five meals/snacks daily which may include
two meal replacements for convenience and to help ensure overall diet quality while reducing food costs.144,148

Protein in Hypertrophy
The 20 AAs contained in complete protein sources are required for muscular growth and development. 8 of the 9
EAAs are the signaling molecules necessary to trigger MPS while the remaining AAs are needed to complete and
prolong the process. Animal proteins are superior to plant sources in supplying the AAs necessary for human muscle
development with whey protein rated at the top, primarily because of whey protein’s digestibility and EAA content
per gram of protein. 1 gram of protein per pound of LBM divided and timed properly throughout the day including
exogenously supplied EAA exposure in close proximity to exercise, has been scientifically proposed to maximize
muscle hypertrophy, while minimizing body fat stores. Further, the amount of protein per meal, regardless of the
ambiguous “muscle full effect,” (how much skeletal muscle can use/incorporate from one feeding) to maximize
MPS (net protein balance) should be primarily determined by body weight or LBM and suggested to be .18-.25 g/lb
of LBM (.18-.25 g/lb of body mass). Whey protein, because if its digestibility rating and greater EAAs content per
gram of protein/calories, is a preferred supplement to help accomplish the protein requirements for maximizing
exercise-induced muscle hypertrophy unless an individual’s diet restrictions prohibit its use.
Exercise and Protein (Amino Acids)
Without exogenous protein and its constituent AAs, hypertrophy cannot take place at any stage in life. 18,24,45,152
Maximizing skeletal muscle hypertrophy requires regular unaccustomed exercise combined with proper overall
nutrition45,46,153 that includes frequent daily protein (amino acids) feedings17,18,21,24,33,143,144,154 and daily totals of
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approximately 1g of protein per pound of LBM (or body weight) or more depending on energy
balance.7,11,12,17,18,20,21,22,23,24,25,26,27,28,29,30,31,32,33,34,22,25,145,146,155 Meeting protein needs, including timing and desired body
composition calorie needs, has established protein supplementation as a common, safe, and effective practice for
enhancing exercise induced muscle size and strength in healthy humans of all ages.120 The Morton et al. systematic
review and meta-analysis looked at 49 studies with 1,863 subjects and showed that protein supplementation
compared to placebo significantly increased changes in: strength (one-rep maximum), fat free mass (FFM) and muscle
size—muscle fiber cross-sectional area (CSA) and mid-femur CSA during periods of prolonged resistance training.120
Mechanisms of Action
Exercise and amino acids stimulate skeletal muscle protein turnover independently, thus when combined properly
they have profound additive effects on recovery, performance and muscle size.45,46,152,153 Exercise is an event that can
trigger a desired result based on the body parts incorporated and activity type intensity/duration performed (e.g.
contraction mode, power, endurance, planes of motion, etc.), 156,157 and although mechanical stresses from exercise
activate their respective channels of MPS signaling, muscle protein balance remains negative without subsequent
feeding of AAs, thus exercise alone would continually decrease muscle size and performance.18,24,25,45,46,152,158,159
Exercise and amino acids stimulate skeletal muscle protein turnover by affecting the activity of intracellular signaling
networks such as the mammalian target of rapamycin complex 1 (mTORC1) and the mitogen activated protein kinases
(MAPK) cascades. 160 Exercise-induced skeletal muscle hypertrophy directly correlates with mTORC1 activation, with
subsequent increases p70S6K (a mitogen-activated Ser/Thr protein kinase that is required for cell growth) and rpS6
phosphorylation. 161,162,163 Figure 2 from Condon et al., 164 displays the complex interactions of the nutrition and
hormonal signaling pathways in MPS. Figure 3, in a simplified view from Drummond et al, 165 shows how the diet
derived AAs, together with exercise, potentiates an exaggerated MPS response, first initiated through mechanical
loading (contractions) enhancing mTORC1 activation and other intracellular AA sensing mechanisms such as MAPK
(e.g. extracellular signal regulated kinase 1 and 2 [ERK1/2], c-jun NH2-terminal kinase [JNK], etc.), and the human
vacuolar protein sorting-34, (hVps34),4,166,167,168,169,170,171 and also by increasing AA transporter expression. 172,173,174
Figure 2 - Interactions of the nutrition and hormonal signaling pathways in MPS (Source: Condon et al. 164)
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Figure 3 – The mTORC1 signaling pathway is driven by muscle contraction, insulin, essential amino acids (especially
leucine) and energy supply and shows the positive and negative influencers of MPS when diet and exercise converge.
Source: Drummond et al.165

8* of the 9 EAAs,
primarily leucine, are the
triggering molecules for
MPS:
• Leucine
• Valine
• Isoleucine
• Phenylalanine
• Lysine
• Threonine
• Histidine
• Methionine

Abbreviations: AMPK, AMP-activated protein kinase; Akt, protein kinase B; TSC1, tuberous sclerosis complex 1; TSC2, tuberous sclerosis complex 2; REDD1/2,
regulated in development and DNA damage responses; Rheb, Ras-homologue enriched in brain; TCTP, translationally controlled tumor protein; PAM, protein
associated with Myc; Raptor, regulatory associated protein of mTOR; G L, G protein -subunit-like protein; MAP4K3, mitogen activated protein kinase-3; hVps34,
human vacuolar protein sorting-34; S6K1, p70 ribosomal S6 kinase 1; 4E-BP1, 4E binding protein 1; eEF2k, eukaryotic elongation factor 2 kinase; eEF2, eukaryotic
elongation factor 2; rpS6, ribosomal protein S6; PRAS40, proline-rich Akt substrate-40.

Figures 2 and 3 also show the AMP-activated protein kinase (AMPK) role as an energy sensor, as AMPK activation
suppresses MPS. Skeletal muscle during exercise increases the use of ATP (turnover may increase >100 fold) resulting
in the accumulation of adenosine monophosphate (AMP) thus affecting the cellular AMP/ATP ratio causing the
activation of AMPK. 175 Therefore AMPK is a sensor of intracellular energy status and works to maintain stores for cell
survival by regulating anabolic and catabolic pathways including MPS and muscle protein breakdown (MPB) as
necessary. Further, exercise intensity and duration regulates different AMPK heterotrimer complexes leading to
different functional responses. 176 In short, mTORC1 regulates skeletal muscle by controlling protein translation
initiation through its two major downstream targets: p70 ribosomal S6K and the eukaryotic initiation factor 4E binding
protein 1 (4E-BP1). 177 mTORC1 activity is regulated by energy sensing AMPK through phosphorylation of tuberous
sclerosis complex 2 (TSC2) at Thr1227 or Ser1345, which improves the ability of TSC2 to inhibit mTOR activity as
necessary.4,176,178 The interplay between mTORC1 and AMPK is tightly regulated to support maintaining exercise
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induced muscular energy, activity and development and highlights the need for adequate energy and protein (AA,
especially EAA) to maximize hypertrophy and performance.4,160,161,162,163,164,165,166,167,168,169,170,171,172,173,174,175,176,177,178
In summary, mTORC1 is the primary complex that determines muscular growth via sensing the cellular contents
before initiating the building processes. The presence of AA, specifically the EAA, regulates the activation of mTORC1.
Further, exercise leads to MPB, which induces a heightened nutrient demand and their respective receptors
sensitivity, allowing exogenous AA, when delivered in an energy rich environment and timely in the right amounts
(specifically EAA including a relatively high leucine content), to maximize an individual's MPS potential, leading to
enhanced size and/or performance training-induced results when all else is equal (e.g. training and overall diet).128
Essential Amino Acids
The stimulation of MPS from AA is dependent on the EAA content. 179 Although non-essential amino acids are
necessary components of complete muscle tissue, they are not required to stimulate MPS.44,180,181,182 Additionally, it
has been shown that EAA feedings can stimulate protein synthesis independently or incrementally to intact protein
alone – i.e. can have an additive effect on MPS.46,128,183,184,185
Protein (amino acid) Timing
Muscle protein dynamics (breakdown and synthesis) involves approximately four hour cycles (Figure 4) in which
following digestion of a protein rich meal, synthesis is greater than breakdown but returns to baseline within four
hours at which time breakdown begins to exceed synthesis until another protein meal is consumed and
digested.45,146,186,187,188 Therefore in exercisers/athletes, it has been long proposed that to maximize MPS, a person
should consume protein in three to four hour intervals including before and after exercise when there becomes an
exaggerated potential for MPS (see next section and Figure 5). Arguments often surface on the timing of protein
ingestion’s relationship in maximizing MPS, such as, albeit in the minority, “it doesn’t matter when you eat your
protein as long as you get enough daily protein.”18,189 For serious hard training athletes, the argument is unintuitive
and frankly meaningless. Considering its well documented (see references above) for athletes to maximize MPS, they
are recommended to eat ~1 g/lb/LBM/day of protein (many sports nutrition experts recommend protein at .73-1.0
g/lb of body weight/day and higher amounts during body/weight loss), why wouldn’t you spread it out throughout
the day to match the protein balance cycles including before and after a workout? 190 Consuming a day’s total
recommendation of protein in two to three meals daily would be uncomfortable at best, and over time, based on
being in a negative protein balance more hours than a positive one, logically the subject should have less exercise
induced gains compared to a counterpart consuming protein when the body is ready to use it based on natural cycling
– i.e. every three to four hrs.20,21,22,24,154,191 Further, there would be no possibility of a MPS advantage, shown in many
studies, in not consuming protein (fast acting, such as a shake) before and/or after training.20,21,22,24,51,52,58,59,60,61,62,191,192
Figure 4 - Natural Muscle Protein Balance in Non-exercising Young Adults. Source: Adapted from Phillips et al.45
The processes of MPS and MPB
in post pubertal healthy humans
up to ~30 years in the normal
(non-exercised) state. Protein
synthesis fluctuates with protein
intake and fasting across the
diurnal cycle, and changes in the
increases in muscle protein mass
are equaled by losses.
Note: Cost of MPS & MPB
(protein turnover): 1.04 Kcal/g
and ~1-2% of all protein
replaced daily44,45,158,159
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Exercise Induced “Metabolic Window”
The so called “metabolic or anabolic window” is a period when there is an exaggerated anabolic potential created
by exercise and realized by the simultaneous presence of exogenous amino acids within a specific timeframe. This
convergence results in a period of enhanced MPS that would potentially contribute to improved daily recovery, and
thus greater long-term gains, as opposed to no AA feeding during this opportune timeframe where nutrient
sensitivity is heightened from exercise-induced muscular damage. As shown in Figure 5, the proposed timeframe
would begin immediately following exercise at which point the anabolic potential would be at its highest and slowly
wane until ending 90-120 minutes post-exercise. Thus the “window” is open widest upon exercise cessation, slowly
closing to baseline during the next 90-120 minutes. Although theoretical, there is no downside to this practice. Yet
as many studies have demonstrated, there may be a significant recovery/MPS incremental upside that may not be
accounted for at another point in time without this regular pre/post exercise feeding (i.e., not a complete “catch
up”), even when all things are equal (e.g., total daily protein intake, exercise protocol, etc.). Logically then, this
practice may have slow accruing benefits to an athlete’s competitive lifespan, and to exercisers over a lifetime of
activity, possibly prolonging years of desired movement modalities and independence. 193
Because exercise sensitizes muscles to hyper-aminoacidemia environment, 194 the long-held practice by strength and
physique/bodybuilding athletes of ingesting a fast acting protein (with or without fast acting carbohydrates) via liquid
delivery system (i.e. powder mixes) before and immediately after exercise is now mainstream and commonly
recommended to serious/competitive athletes21,22,24,191,195,196 and popularized by the everyday exerciser as a safe and
effective means of maximizing and potentially prolonging exercise results.51,52,58,59,60,61,120,128,190,192
There is an exaggerated MPS response if and when exercise and AA converge -i.e., the so-called exercise-induced
“Anabolic Window.”45,46,128,165,193,195,198,199
Figure 5 - Closing of the Proposed Exercise-Induced “Anabolic Window” (Source: Adapted from Ivy et al. 195)

MPS and glycogen synthesis potential (channel activation, nutrient sensitivity, etc.) reach their highest respective points almost immediately post
exercise, returning to baseline within 2-3hours, leading athletes to attempt to capture the peak activity by supplying quick acting protein/EAA to
improve MPS outcomes as opposed to no feeding during this timeframe of an exaggerated MPS response when exercise & AA converge -i.e., the
so-called “Anabolic Window.”

Earlier studies, based on AA MPS mechanisms of actions in the face of exercise described above, suggested that dosing
protein pre and post exercise would help establish the EAA concentrations at necessary levels in the affected muscles,
to not only deliver their molecular signals to trigger MPS at this opportune time when the body is most responsive, but
also to reduce muscle protein breakdown (MPB).45,46,197,198 Supplementation of complete fast acting protein before
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and after exercise has demonstrated an incremental MPS benefit when everything else (diet, exercise and total
protein) was equal.65,195,199,200,201 See Figure 6. Subsequent pre- and post-exercise protein or EAA supplementation
(with or without carbohydrates) studies have duplicated these earlier results demonstrating improved MPS and
recovery compared to no feeding in this “window,” hence this practice has become part of the total daily protein
ingestion timing protocol recommendation.21,22,24,51,52,58,59,60,61,120,128,190,191,192,195,196
Figure 6 - Incremental Overall Nitrogen Retention (skeletal muscle) with Pre/Post Exercise Feedings
Source: Adapted from Devries,40 Philips,45 and Pasiakos46

A: No net increase (nitrogen balance) in skeletal muscle (SM) as in young healthy (~20-30 yrs.) non-exercising adults, MPS=MPB.
B: Addition of exercise and normal diet with adequate protein but without immediate pre/post AA feeding, MPS≥MPB up to point.
C: Pre/post AA feedings (anabolic windows) in addition to normal diet and exercise may produce greater daily MPS signaling and activity
(including through less MPB), which may be incremental to normal feedings
D: Caloric restriction and/or ageing lead to MPB>MPS, in which increased protein intakes and exercise can minimize or reverse up to a point
based on deficit, age and/or training experience

The two major opportunities that present themselves in this exercise induced "anabolic window" are 1) reducing
excessive exercise induced muscle damage, and although MPB is necessary to stimulate exercise increases in MPS, too
much MPB may be counterproductive since exercise protocols that induce hypertrophy show an eventual decrease in
muscle damage, compared to the initial phase of exercise, while hypertrophy becomes measurable and continues to
manifest, 202 (to be sure, androgens/testosterone have anti-catabolic actions via inhibition of the actions of the
catabolic hormone, cortisol, that leads to increases in MPS 203,204). Therefore, during intense training, reducing MPB by
a slight protein-induced simulation of insulin (insulin may primarily regulate muscle anabolism through its known
inhibitory effects on MPB 205) and presenting EAA to the affected tissues before and during activity,46,128,206,207 may
more quickly and continuously support enhanced remodeling.128,187,208,209,210 Further, Gieske et al. demonstrated that
protein before exercise can increase rates of energy expenditure and fat oxidation compared to placebo or fasting
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before exercise, which may also contribute to the fitness end goals.192 2) MPS (and glycogen synthesis) potential is at
its highest point (see Figure 5) immediately post exercise but this sensitivity also wanes quickly,46,211,212,213 thus there is
no harm and may be a benefit (as noted above), to an almost immediate delivery of a fast releasing protein/EAAs
(carbohydrate as necessary 214) to potentially maximize the activated MPS machinery by creating a hyper
aminoacidemia environment.128,195,199,200,201,212,215 Again, you have to consume a known amount of daily protein split
throughout the day anyway, so it might as well include a pre and post exercise portion. 216
Post exercise ingestion would take place independently of whole foods in order to minimize normal EAA clearance by
the splanchnic bed and perhaps more importantly, to avoid slower gastric emptying by accompanying foods since the
goal is rapid hyper-aminoacidemia during this timeframe.51,128,217,218 Timed ingestion of whey protein both pre- and
post-workout 219,220,221,222,223 facilitates a more rapid absorption of amino acids into the bloodstream and their
subsequent delivery to the target tissues with less splanchnic extraction, when compared to other sources of
proteins.11,12,15,51,52,53,54,55,56,57,58,59,60,61,62,63,64,65,224,225,226
Protein During Sleep
Ideal MPS protocol may also include a final dose before bedtime since sleep time is generally the longest lapse in
which there would be a reduced extracellular EAA presence, and protein ingestion before sleep has demonstrated
increases in MPS rates during overnight recovery from exercise bouts. 227 In an update on pre-sleep protein
supplementation studies, Snijders et al. found protein ingestion prior to sleep can be applied in combination with
resistance type exercise training to further augment the gains in muscle mass and strength when compared to no
protein supplementation and that 30-40 grams may be most effective due to length of sleep time. 228
In summary, athletes must consume 1 g/lb/LBM/day regardless of daily timing (most consume more). Further, sports
nutrition experts recommend protein at .73-1.0 g/lb of body weight/day (higher amounts during body/weight loss).
Therefore, doing so timely as described here and by other experts, puts the subject in position to take advantage of all
possible events that drive and potentially maximize MPS/recovery to maintain a positive (or even nitrogen balance)
muscle protein balance as often as possible, which is the goal of all athletes and should be the goal for all humans to
help stave off the inevitable in support of lifelong independence. As Arent et al. in their thorough review of nutrient
timing titled, “Nutrient Timing: A Garage Door of Opportunity?” “Current evidence shows feeding consistently
throughout the day, particularly in the peri-exercise period is the most optimal strategy for maximizing performance.
On the question of an ‘anabolic window,’ based on our (the authors) current understanding of protein metabolism and
resistance training, if anything, it would simply appear that this window is much longer than originally proposed and
may in fact be more like a garage door. Unfortunately, this has been used to argue that post-exercise refeeding is not
essential. However, it may be optimal and represents an opportunity to improve adaptation and recovery and
especially if continued over time.”193
Whey Protein in Muscle Protein Synthesis/Hypertrophy
Depending on total diet, the quality of the ingested protein determines the degree of the MPS response. The quality of
individual proteins is established by their amino acid content, bioavailability and digestibility (see opening
section).9,10,11,12,13,14,15,229 As during weight loss, whey protein appears to be superior to other complete protein
sources, including soy and casein, in stimulating MPS and muscle
hypertrophy.11,12,15,51,52,53,54,55,56,57,58,59,60,61,62,63,64,65,230,231 As presented in Table 4, per gram of protein, whey protein
contains more EAAs, including leucine and the other branched chain amino acids (BCAAs),63,64,65 which are the primary
AAs necessary to trigger MPS, and therefore this factor alone establishes whey protein's higher potential for muscle
hypertrophy.46,51,52,53,54,55,56,57,58,59,60,61,62,63,64,65,232,233 Figure 7 from Phillips et al. shows the leucine reference ratio for
different protein concentrates and protein isolates showing WPC having the superior ratio.
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Table 4 - Comparison of Protein Sources

Source: Devries and Phillips.52 Whey and soy are labeled “fast proteins.” Tang et al. demonstrated the rapid rise in plasma AA concentrations
with soy and whey compared with a slower rise with casein consumption.65 Additionally, the amount of protein subject to splanchnic extraction
is based on its amino acid content. The BCAAs undergo less splanchnic catabolic activity and therefore proteins with higher BCAA content have
more AA available to support muscle protein synthesis (MPS) 234,235

Figure 7 – The Leucine Amino Acid Reference Ratio (AARR)

Protein Source
Source: Phillips et.al. 236 The leucine amino acid reference ratio (AARR) is the content of leucine in the protein measured compared to a hypothetical best protein
to provide the EAA needed and shown here for several popular protein concentrates and isolates. Values are from reference. 237 WPI (Whey Protein Isolate); WPC
(Whey Protein Concentrate) from the Fonterra Co-operative Group; soy PI A (Supro 670) and soy PI B (Supro XF) were from Solae; pea PC (Nutralys S85) from
Roquette; and rice PC (Oryzatein 90) was from Axiom Foods.

As previously discussed, the importance of leucine in stimulating MPS is well established, 238, 239, 240, 241,242 and therefore
researchers conceptualize a leucine threshold for maximizing MPS as shown in Figure 8. The leucine threshold
(“trigger”) proposes that for maximum MPS to take place following protein ingestion, the muscular intracellular
leucine concentration needs to reach a given level – i.e. “the leucine threshold.”45,75,121,122,174 In order to maximize
protein synthesis, this leucine threshold, depending on age and activity, may be in amounts greater than 2.5 g per
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protein dose.45,236,65,121,122,124 (Readers should be reminded regardless of the excess in leucine, the remaining EAA with
the lowest concentration relative to demand, will be the limiting factor in the anabolic response – i.e. all EAAs required
for MPS need to be supplied proportionately to the demand, with leucine as the primer leading the way122,127,128).
There has also been some data that shows whey protein may uniquely trigger and prolong MPS in part by enhancing
the phosphorylation of select proteins within the mammalian target of rapamycin (p70S6K, eEF2) and by activating
proteins within the mitogen-activated protein kinase (ERK1/2, p90RSK) signaling.223, 243 ,244,245
Additionally, whey protein's more rapid digestion and absorption properties, including being acid soluble,51,60,61,62
along with less EAA splanchnic extraction compared to other proteins allows the intramuscular amino acid levels to
rise quickly to create the hyper-aminoacidemia environment associated with enhanced exercise-induced
MPS.52,65,212,224,225,226, 246 To be sure, whey and soy proteins are commonly referred to as “fast” digesting proteins while
casein is considered “slow” because it tends to clot due to the acid pH of the stomach thereby entering slowly into the
small intestine.224,225,247 Although soy protein leaves the stomach quickly, besides having a lower leucine content and
AARR (as shown in Tables 5 and Figure 7 above), the bioavailability of the AA from soy protein to support MPS is also
inferior to that of whey and casein gram per gram.51,234 Because of soy’s AA profile/structure, greater amounts are
directed toward splanchnic catabolic activity, urea synthesis234,235 and oxidation. 248 The higher BCAAs, particularly
leucine, found in milk proteins as compared with soy, offers greater EAA availability to peripheral tissues in support of
MPS.51,249 All considered, because whey protein’s characteristics are superior in digestibility, AA content, and AA
bioavailability, whey protein gram for gram affords a greater, faster rise in blood leucine and other EAA concentrations
(desired intramuscular hyper-aminoacidemia) following consumption compared with other commonly ingested
protein supplements, which may be beneficial overtime as it relates to MPS and MPB daily cycles including timing
around exercise and calorie allotments for desired body
composition.11,12,15,51,52,53,54,55,56,57,58,59,60,61,62,63,64,65,188,208,224,225,226,243,250,251,252
Figure 8 - Leucine Intracellular Concentration from Various Protein Sources

Source: Devries and Phillips.52 Intracellular (IC) leucine concentration following the consumption of varied doses of protein in relation to the proposed “leucine
threshold.” This data is gathered from young, resistance-trained subjects therefore this “leucine threshold” would increase with age and physical inactivity.45 The
leucine threshold proposes that for maximum MPS to take place following protein ingestion, the muscle intracellular leucine concentration needs to reach a given
level and the amount of leucine should be >2.5 g – i.e. “the leucine threshold.65,121,122,124
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Whey Protein Supplementation (WPS) is Effective and Superior in MPS (studies and comparisons)
In general, based on the above-described characteristics of whey protein, WPS is found superior to other complete
protein (or carbohydrate) supplementation protocols when the measured endpoints are related to MPS.
• Farup et al. investigated WPS in 24 young healthy subjects versus isocaloric carbohydrate (CHO) following
eccentric exercise on fiber type-specific skeletal muscle satellite cells (SCs), which are essential for muscle
remodeling/growth processes following muscle breakdown. They found in type II fiber-associated SCs, the whey
group increased SCs/fiber and mononuclei significantly more than the placebo (CHO only) and concluded: “whey
protein supplementation may accelerate satellite cell proliferation as part of the regeneration or remodeling
process after high-intensity eccentric exercise.” 253 The same group found 19 g of whey combined with concentric
exercise accentuated type II fiber hypertrophy compared to CHO only. 254 Farup et al. also demonstrated that whey
protein (with high leucine) increased muscle and tendon hypertrophy compared to placebo. 255
• Smiles WJ et al. found that 30 g of whey protein, compared to CHO placebo consumed immediately post-exercise
favorably altered autophagic responses (normal physiological process in the body that deals with destruction of
cells to help maintain homeostasis) during energy deficit and resistance training. 256
• Snijders et al. demonstrated that exercising subjects using 27.5 g of whey protein (PRO) before sleep, increased
muscle strength to a significantly greater degree than in the placebo (PLA) supplemented group. Additionally,
quadriceps muscle cross-sectional area had a greater increase in the whey group than in the PLA group (+8.4 cm
vs. +4.8 cm, respectively). Both type I and II muscle fiber size increased with a greater increase in type II muscle
fiber size in the PRO group (+2319 μm) than in the PLA group (+1017 μm).227
• In a 12-week study, Tahavorgar et al. found that WPC preloads 30 minutes prior to the ad libitum main meal
exerted stronger beneficial effects than did soy protein isolate preloads on appetite, caloric intake,
anthropometry, and body composition of free-living overweight and obese men.56
• Probably the most telling study was done by Tang et al.65 which has since been duplicated by
others.52,63,91,121,122,221,222,224,225,226,248,249,250,251 They found that MPS after consumption of whey was approximately
93% and 18% greater than casein and soy, respectively. A similar finding was shown after exercise. MPS following
whey consumption was ~122% greater than casein and 31% greater than soy. They concluded: “Feeding-induced
simulation of MPS in young men is greater after whey or soy protein consumption than casein, both at rest and
after resistance exercise.” Also, despite both being fast proteins, whey stimulated MPS to a greater degree than
soy following exercise. The differences may be related to how quickly the proteins are digested and EAA
splanchnic extractions and probably differences in leucine content of each protein as described throughout this
section.52
• Noteworthy, Reidy et al. found a greater and prolonged increase in MPS post-exercise with ingestion of a protein
blend of whey, casein and soy as opposed to whey protein alone, thus the blend promoted greater total muscle
protein synthesis measured by the protein fractional synthetic rate (FSR).257 They also found that ingesting the
protein blend, or whey protein alone, enhanced the rate of amino acid transport into muscle, increased select
amino acid transporter mRNA expression, and increased post-exercise myofibrillar protein synthesis. The results
provide support for consuming a protein blend to increase and prolong post-exercise muscle protein anabolism.
Presumably, the greater results from the blend may be based on the varied digestibility of each source51,234 and
because soy protein may help spare whey from splanchnic catabolic activity, urea synthesis and
oxidation.52,65,234,235,245,245,247,248,249
• In the same vein as the Reidy et al. study, Mitchell et al. found that 30 g of whey or soy protein resulted in similar
p70S6 kinase phosphorylation (important step in the initiation of protein translation factors) at two hours postexercise but soy failed to promote prolonged phosphorylation of p70S6K up to four hours as whey protein did. 258
• Oikawa et al. found supplementation (30 g twice daily) with whey protein (WP) produced greater increases in both
acute and longer-term MPS than collagen peptide protein supplementation in older women, suggesting better
aging muscle retention with WP.54 An earlier study by the same group and same supplemental protein dose, found
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WP supplementation but not collagen, augmented lean leg mass and muscle protein synthesis during recovery
from inactivity and a hypo-energetic state. 259 Other similar comparisons generally find the same results
whey/collagen protein comparison result.57

Whey Protein in Health and Aging
The loss of skeletal muscle and performance with aging at some point is inevitable but can be slowed with proper
nutrition and activity. In the context of this paper, specifically resistance exercise and proper protein/amino acid
intake throughout life are two well-known treatments for maintaining muscle performance, thus long-term health
and functional independence. Although it is now clear that older humans, primarily based on the natural decline in
hormone levels, require more protein per pound of body weight than most (non-athletic) younger counter parts to
support exercise recovery and prevent or slow net muscle protein losses, the recommendation given throughout this
document neatly fits this group as well as all others: 1 g/lb/LBM/day split throughout 3-6 meals including a dose
before and after exercise. And for all the same reasons listed above, especially calorie per calorie and EAA content
per gram of protein, supplementation as needed would make whey protein a top alternative.
Background
From a whole-body perspective, the efficiency of an organism’s proteostasis control systems, which work to maintain
and recycle the proteome (entire set of proteins that is, or can be, expressed by a genome, cell, tissue, or organism at
a certain time), diminishes in aging eventually leading to age related dysfunction. To be sure, all proteomes
deteriorate at some point with age partially caused by deregulation of nutrient signaling and accumulation of resulting
damage leading to a decrease in protein synthesis. It has been suggested that this protein synthesis decrease may
serve as an adaptation of the organism to age-related changes and may be advantageous to longevity, because a
downregulation of protein synthesis and an increase in proteome stability have been associated with increased
lifespan. 260
Notwithstanding the above, muscular performance is one of the most important determining factors of long-term
health and functional independence whether you are a young competitive athlete or a lifelong sedentary aging human
or everyone in between. Therefore, preserving skeletal muscle, which is central to structure and functional mobility
thus health, as long as possible, would be everyone’s goal.
Athletic Analogy – Sports Nutrition Supports Healthy Aging
Competitive athletes and exercisers constantly seek physical improvement to remain competitive in their respective
sport by attempting to make continuous progression in strength and performance gains, or as with avid exercisers,
simply enhance exercise sessions over time. It should be no exception that no matter who you are or what you do,
daily recovery to maintain a desired muscle protein balance and related functions would be the goal of every human
seeking to maintain preferred activities and physical independence throughout a lifespan.
As detailed above, in the presence of amino acids (protein), exercise stimulates natural human skeletal muscle
synthesis and muscle performance throughout life when compared to a non-exercise state.24,45,155,197 Various forms of
mechanical loading (exercise design) initiate muscle protein’s related anabolic signaling and the mode, intensity and
volume of exercise differentially affect signaling, thus acute and long-term adaptations/outcomes.176,261,262,263,264,265
The functional demands of specific contractile activities lead to adaptations in muscle fiber type distribution, size,
endurance capacity, contractile velocity, etc., demonstrating the plasticity of skeletal muscle (SM) and leads to
changes in protein activity and abundance,264,265,266 making protein intake and exercise key components in support of
aging muscle regardless of a person’s vocation, thus “sports nutrition” can indeed be considered a part of healthy
aging.
The general goal of most athletes is to maximize the body's natural muscle protein synthesis (MPS) processes, which
include applying peak strength during exercise and recovering adequately from each training bout to constantly
increase performance and if desired, thru proper/specific training protocol, increase SM size. Thus, athletes/exercisers
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attempt to progressively improve physically by making each training session build on the previous, leading to
continuous athletic and physical progress since unaccustomed exercise regularly sets the stage for the desired muscle
remodeling (anabolism) that would potentially improve performance or size. 45,46,267,268,269 However, despite exercise’s
constant MPS initiation or stimulus, positive training progress slows significantly with age and experience (the younger
and/or less experienced the more gains 270,271,272), 273 and training plateaus become common occurrences,45,159,274,275
leading researchers and athletes to believe that something may be missing (nutritionally) in the pre or post exercise
period that would otherwise continue progression from proper unaccustomed training.20,276,277,278 In other words,
although at some point aging clearly blunts the human response to exercise and nutrition, and eventually there will
always be an inevitable decline in performance, 279,280,281 unaccustomed exercise is a successful continual trigger event
for the desired result, leaving nutritional/bio-ingredient modulations to deliver the progressive or responsive outcome
including maintaining muscular health.45,158,159,267,282 These conditions set the stage for dietary supplementation (e. g.
intact protein, amino acids, etc.) when all else is equal and training and diet protocols are optimized for the desired
progression, including in attempts to stave off the eventual age-related final size and/or performance plateau and
decline.
The same rationale applies to staving off age-related losses of muscle size/performance for everyone, meaning
performing nutritionally what can be done to slow age-related declining net muscle balance (predominately average
negative balance), which is why 1 g/lb/LBM/day works for all age groups. Aging, thus long term health, may increase
protein needs because aging naturally increases the body's resistance to the anabolic effects of exercise, amino acids,
insulin/hormones and other related protein synthesis mechanisms.12,29,31,32,33,34,35,36,124,125,203,275,283,284,285 In fact Yang et
al. found that in contrast to younger adults in whom it’s been proposed that post-exercise rates of MPS are saturated
with 25-30 g of protein per meal,143,146,286 exercised muscles of older adults respond to higher protein doses of up to 40
g.29 This data has led modern researchers to discover that the RDA for protein is insufficient in slowing the natural agerelated anabolic resistance. Therefore, newer expert recommendations ranging from 0.5 to 0.8 g/lb of body weight,
for older adults (exercisers or not), demonstrate greater maintenance of net protein balance and are sufficiently
covered with the same amount (1gm/LB/LBM/D) that works for younger active humans. 287,288,289,290,291,292,293,294,295
Aging and Anabolic Resistance - Basis for Protein Recommendation
The 1 g/lb/LBM/day recommendation supports the growth (including natural and exercise-induced net protein gains),
activity and performance increases in the younger population with naturally higher anabolic/androgenic hormone
(testosterone, growth hormone [GH], insulin-like-growth factor-1 [IGF-1], etc.) activity,203,296 and helps overcome the
older adult’s natural declining anabolic/androgenic hormone activity when net protein balance becomes
predominantly negative.12,297,298 In other words, evolution has designed younger humans to naturally utilize available
nutrition more efficiently than older counterparts, because GH, IGF-1 and the hypothalamic GH-releasing hormone
(GHRH) make up the somatotropic axis (growth axis), which influences the regulation of puberty, gonadal function,
and resulting structural and functional maintenance of tissues and growth.297,299,300 Aspects of this youth efficiency
(nutrients and the GH/IGF-1 axis 301) begins to wane following puberty with a significant decline by the late third or
early fourth decade of life (14% per decade).300,302 Further, in line with the declining MPS in response to exercise as
depicted in Figure 7, loss of muscle mass with aging is largely due to the progressive loss of motoneurons and
subsequent reduction in muscle fiber number and size causing muscle function to decline, and this evolutionaryprogrammed loss may be slowed but cannot be stopped with the remaining motoneurons/muscle fibers. 303
Therefore, humans use exercise/activity and adequate nutrition (e.g. vitamins, minerals, essential fatty acids, protein,
etc.) that may be altered by aging, to help stave off the inevitable including countering
sarcopenia.12,304,305,306,307,308,309,310,311 Additionally, adequate protein intake higher than the RDA has turned out to be
an important factor in fighting off the physical detriments of skeletal muscle loss. 312,313,314,315,316,317 Further, studies
including the Framingham Heart Study Offspring cohort study, protein intake has been inversely associated with
changes in the inflammation and oxidative stress score suggesting that overall inflammation and oxidative stress
increased less in those with the highest intake compared to lowest. 318,319,320
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Figure 9 - Exercise*or Feeding-induced Age-related Decline in MPS

Source: Adapted from Breen and Phillips 321 The response of MPS and MPB on net protein balance after acute resistance exercise or protein
ingestion in young and aging populations*.321 Between meals or overnight fast, MPB exceeds MPS leaving net protein balance negative.
Following resistance exercise or the ingestion of protein, younger humans have a greater myofibrillar protein synthesis response compared to
older people, thus exercise and protein adjusted protein intake play a major factor in attenuating age-related decreasing net protein balance
leading to skeletal muscle protein loss over time. 322
*Exercise alone stimulates the MPS response, but the body cannot increase net protein balance without exogenous intake of protein (EAA)

Whey Supplementation in Health and Aging
Given the role of EAAs, especially leucine and the other BCAAs in MPS,44,65,179,180,181,182,238,239,240,241,242,243 and whey
having the highest content of these MPS activators per gram of protein (EAA density), whey protein is a top choice
when supplementation is necessary.9,10,11,12,13,14,15,52,55,56,63,64,65,314,320,323,324
To be sure, there are protein, including WPS, interventions in aging populations that have delivered null results but
upon thorough review, none to our knowledge produced negative results. 325,326,327,328,329,330 Like most nutrition
interventions related to treatment versus prevention (mindful prevention of skeletal muscle decline including
maximizing MPS is the basis for the lifelong human dietary protein recommendation described in this paper) that yield
null results, generally suggests: wrong population (e.g. exercise history [trained/untrained], physiological state,
lifestyle, etc.), total baseline nutrient levels/intake (including protein supporting nutrition) or history of dietary intake
not accounted for, improper/low dosages, intervention was too late (condition taken irreversible hold) or too short to
make up for lifelong nutrition shortages including low daily protein intake (≤RDAs). The preponderance of evidence
supports WPS for aging humans with or without exercise to support healthier musculoskeletal aging and overall
health.
Readers interested in whey protein supplementation (WPS) studies in support of aging/sarcopenia, are referred to the
Gilmartin et al. titled “Whey for Sarcopenia; Can Whey Peptides, Hydrolysates or Proteins Play a Beneficial
Role?”324 This review examined the evidence that whey peptides, hydrolysates, proteins (concentrates) or products
can delay or reduce symptoms of sarcopenia or alter biomarkers of sarcopenia in the older human and animal adults
and muscle cells lines. Clinical trials using WPS under many conditions or settings, including with or without exercise in
older humans and animals, muscle cells in vitro, and older individuals with sarcopenia, are highlighted in Tables 1-6.
The conclusion of the review was that daily WPS containing “35 g of whey is likely to improve sarcopenic biomarkers in
frail or sarcopenia individuals. Whey supplementation, consumed by older, healthy adults certainly improves muscle
mTOR signaling, but exercise appears to have the greatest benefit to older muscle”.324
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The EAA density of whey protein may be especially important when appetite is compromised as in aging and
frailty, 331,332 or if calories or nitrogen content were to be limited based on the overall health and body composition
goal.12,30,323,324,333,334,335,336,337 To that point, Bauer et al. showed that 13 weeks of a Vitamin D and leucine enriched
whey protein supplement resulted in improvements in muscle mass and lower extremity function among sarcopenic
adults compared to the control group. 338 Similar formula and results were found by Lin et al.337 Liberman et al. using
the same nutritional intervention, found 13 weeks of nutritional supplementation with Vit-D and leucine-enriched
whey protein to attenuate the progression of chronic low-grade inflammatory profile (CLIP) in older sarcopenic
persons with mobility limitations.123 Hashemilar et al. found similar reductions in markers of inflammation with 20
g/day of whey supplementation in subjects recovering from compromised heart conditions. 339 Another example of the
potential advantage of EAA density was Niitsu et al. using 32.2 g of whey protein supplementation pre and post
rehabilitation during a two week postoperative period. They found that the combination of whey protein intake and
rehabilitation for two weeks in the early postoperative period has a beneficial effect on knee extension strength in
both lower limbs and Barthel Index (transfer, walking and toilet use) scores in patients with hip fracture. 340 See
Gilmartin et al, for more data on whey supplementation in specific elderly health outcomes.324 Important safety
concerns related to bone, renal function, etc. of higher protein intakes (above the RDA) have all but left the
radar.28,30,34,38,107,341 Kerstetter et al. used 45 g/day of whey protein supplementation so that total daily protein was
well above the recommended dietary allowance (0.8 g/kg of body weight). Compared to placebo, they found the
whey supplemented group preserved fat-free mass without adversely affecting skeletal health or renal function in
healthy older adults. 342 Recent studies including meta-analysis have concurred with these previous safe and effective
reports of higher protein intakes including use of supplements to support bone and overall health without negatively
effecting other health parameters. 343,344
Whey Protein in Cardiovascular Health and Blood Sugar
The use of whey protein as a dietary strategy is widespread in medical fields to assist in meeting nutrient requirements
and offer potential unique bio-active components (as found in whey concentrates named above) that may contribute
to healing or supporting pharmaceutical therapies.339,345,346,347,348,349,350 The use of whey protein in clinical settings or as
a specific treatment outside of skeletal muscle structure and function preservation, is not considered or supported by
this document. And although studies clearly have demonstrated the efficacy of WPS in support of specific treatment
outcomes, related studies cited here are only to validate safety, which may include adjunct health contributions during
regular use. This paper is solely related to the use of WPS in support of meeting updated protein recommendations to
help users remain active, maximize MPS sports and/or exercise goals as desired, and stave of the inevitable agerelated loss of muscle to help persons remain active and independent throughout a lifespan. In other words, the use
WPS to support growth, development, body composition and athletic goals, and healthy aging, safely and effectively.
• Bolh et al. found that a 60 g/day of a whey protein supplement decreased the postprandial chylomicron response
compared with casein in persons with abdominal obesity, indicating a beneficial impact on CVD risk. 351
• Jakubowicz et al. showed that over an entire 180-minute post-meal period, glucose levels were reduced by 28%
after a 50 g whey pre-load with a uniform reduction during both early and late phases. Insulin and C-peptide
responses were both significantly higher (by 105% and 43%, respectively) with the whey pre-load. The early insulin
response was 96% higher after whey. 352
• Winder et al. found that compared with control, whey and soy protein drinks reduced postprandial area under the
curve (iAUC) by 56.5% and 44.4%, respectively. Whey protein was the only protein capable of avoiding large
fluctuations and a peak in postprandial glycemia.50
• Arciero et al. found that exercise and timed ingestion of whey protein added to the diets of free-living
overweight/obese adults, reduced visceral adiposity, improved body composition, total and regional body fat
distribution, insulin resistance, and adipokines, independent of caloric restriction. 353
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•

Ling-Mei Zhou et al. did a meta-analysis on whey protein's effect on circulating C-reactive protein (CRP), a marker
of inflammation, and found that in people with high CRP (baseline ≥3 mg/liter) levels, using a daily dose of whey
protein greater than 20 g significantly lowered CRP by 0.72 mg/liter. 354
Note: a meta-analysis revealed that a 20-gram increment of protein per day was associated with a 26% decrease in
negative cardiovascular system health outcomes. 355
Fekete et al. found whey (and casein) protein supplementation of 56 g/d for 8 weeks to improve vascular
reactivity, biomarkers of endothelial function, lipid risk factors, and lowered blood pressure. 356
The Badely et al. systematic review and meta-analysis of randomized controlled trials was conducted to
systematically evaluate the effect of whey protein on the components of metabolic syndrome in overweight and
obesity patients (2,344 individuals reviewed in this systematic review of 37 published articles). 357 They concluded
that WPS significantly reduced the systolic and diastolic blood pressure (SBP and DBP), high density lipoprotein
(HDL), waist circumference, triglycerides (TG) and fasting blood sugar (FBS) in intervention groups in comparing to
placebo or control subjects.357

Whey Protein and the Immune System
Like most body systems, adequate protein is necessary to properly support the human immune system throughout life
but, especially important in aging as the immune response weakens. Peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs)
include monocytes, lymphocytes and natural killer (NK) cells all play important roles in the immune system and protein
intake affects their expression. 358,359 Once again, whey protein supplementation as needed including whey protein
concentrate (WPC), in support of immune function, has demonstrated success and comparatively superior
actions.350,360,361,362
The unique components of WPC as described above (e.g. beta-lactoglobulin, alpha-lactalbumin, bovine serum
albumin, lactoferrin, immunoglobulins, vitamin D, and minerals, etc.)71 have been shown to positively affect the
expression of PBMCs. 363 Additionally, whey’s functional properties show anti-microbial activity and protection against
viral and bacterial organisms. 364 Josse et al. also demonstrated anti-inflammatory effects, 365 which may be due to its
amino acid content and profile (26% BCAA, plus L-arginine, L-lysine, L-glutamine and sulfur containing AA such as
cysteine and taurine).364 Whey protein supplementation might also function as an immune modulator through other
mechanisms, such as L-glutamine, which is critical for the L-glutamine-GSH axis.63 Therefore, high protein diets
including whey protein, through its unique component profile, may impart its impact on immune function through
redox regulations pathways,71,366 which may be important to intense and endurance training athletes.24,39,63,367,368

Upper Limit of Protein’s Anabolic Efficacy
The question about how much protein the body can use from one meal to build muscle or recover properly, is another
one of those, “who cares” answers since: 1) as referenced throughout, the experts’ established daily total protein to
maximize MPS is ~1 g/lb of LBM (or 1.6-2.2 g/kg of body weight) and more during an energy deficit (1.36 g/lb); 2) as
Figure 10 from Stokes et al. depicts, consumed protein/AA utilization is basically unlimited, meaning almost all
ingested protein/AA will be used for something including local metabolism needs of the gut/splanchnic tissues,
energy, suppressing muscle breakdown and other body protein/AA needs (whole proteome); 369,370 3) regardless of the
constituents of metabolized protein’s final destination, it contributes to satiety helping control calorie
intake;56,91,92,93,95,110,111,112,113,115 and 4), it would be uncomfortable to consume the required daily amount in one or two
meals so you might as well space it according to protein synthesis and breakdown daily rhythms as defined above
including before and after exercise.45,51,52,53,54,55,56,57,58,59,60,61,62,63,65,146,186,187,188,190,208,224,225,226,243,250,251,252
As defined above, although size, age, health, genetics, energy balance and activity will determine a person’s protein
requirement for maximizing MPS throughout all stages of life, the exact amount per individual is academic, not
necessarily practical. The simple formula as detailed above: consuming protein at ~1 g/lb of LBM daily divided
between meals every 3-5 hours,7,11,12,17,18,20,21,22,23,24,25,26,27,28,29,30,31,32,33,34,46,143,144,154,155,191 including before and after
exercise, 21,22,24,51,52,58,59,60,61,65,120,128, ,190,191,192,193,195,196,199,200,201,208,209,210,211,212,216,217,218,219,220,221,222,223 would cover most
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anyone, exercisers or not, of all ages and goals, anabolic requirement in maximizing MPS. To support LBM
maintenance and satiety, during prolonged calorie restriction as required by physique competitors, wrestlers or other
athletes who must reach a specific weight or body fat level, additional protein may be
appropriate.20,21,22,23,24,25,26,27,145,146,371
Figure 10 - Protein Utilization

Source: Stokes et al.376 Overview of whole- body ingested protein utilization at rest. ~50% is extracted by splanchnic tissues before entering
peripheral circulation. Only ~10% of the ingested protein is utilized for skeletal muscle protein synthesis while the rest is catabolized for other
functions, thus basically unlimited utilization.

Is There an Anabolic Upper Limit?
Notwithstanding the aforementioned, the amount of protein per meal in non-calorically restricted athletes,
regardless of the ambiguous “muscle full effect,” to maximize MPS (positive net muscle protein balance) should be
primarily determined by total muscles worked, 372, 373,374 body weight or LBM and therefore, suggested to be 0.18-.25
g/lb of LBM (0.4-.55/g/kg body weight). 375,376
As mentioned, a protein anabolic response upper limit for acute skeletal muscle synthesis or “muscle full effect,” is
academic and an interesting topic but hardly applicable in the real world since athletes consuming their daily protein
requirements generally consume more than the proposed ~0.2 g/lb of body weight at each meal (including a before
and after exercise supplement) in order to meet total daily needs. 377,378,379,380,381,382 Based on recommendations, a nondieting 200 lb. athlete at 10% body fat would require in the range of 180-200 g of daily protein. Dividing this amount
into five meals including a before and after exercise supplement would be ~30-35 g per meal, which would only be
about 6 ounces of a lean complete protein or a 35 g scoop of a common whey supplement, mindful, that there are
protein/AA contributions from the remaining meal foods consumed. In meeting the total daily protein
recommendation, if the athlete consumed four meals to reach the proper daily protein, each meal would need to
contain ~50 g. In both cases in meeting the total protein daily recommendation, the athlete has exceeded the
individual protein feeding requirements related to optimal skeletal muscle protein synthesis determined by fractional
synthesis rates (FSR indicates the fraction of the protein pool that is synthesized over a given time – i.e. rate of AA
incorporation into muscle 383). Therefore, dividing up their recommended daily protein into recommended eating
patterns around MPS/MPB cycles and exercise as described throughout this paper, automatically meets, or surpasses
the proposed protein amounts/meal exercise induced skeletal muscle potential for maximizing a net muscle gain.
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Whole Body Rates of Protein Synthesis, Breakdown and Net Balance (Anabolic Response)
Keeping muscles saturated with exogenous AAs has a limit in stimulating MPS or there would be no limit to skeletal
muscle growth (or possibly other unnecessary/unwanted protein tissue growth), exercise or not.211,213,384 These facts
give rise to the need (or rationale) for muscle protein breakdown (MPB) and MPS cycles, and created the “muscle full”
concept, or protein’s SM anabolic threshold, but also spawned research on protein’s overall anabolic (whole body)
contribution that might push its proposed SM anabolic boundary for all age groups (see protein in aging section29,385),
even if it is an almost unmeasurable amount in the immediate and short exercise term, but become relevant in the
long-term.
The original commonly held belief that the maximum anabolic response to protein intake is reached at ~20-30 g in a
meal (or high-quality protein scaled to 0.14 g/lb of body mass) – i.e. amino acid “muscle full effect”373,386 was
challenged by Nicolaas Deutz and Robert Wolfe. 387 In their publication, they argue that there is no practical upper limit
to the anabolic response to protein or amino acid intake in the context of a meal because the anabolic response to
protein intake can only be determined when rates of whole-body synthesis and breakdown are measured
simultaneously, rather than simply measuring the muscle fractional synthesis rate (FSR). The total anabolic response
from a nutritional standpoint is determined by the combined net gain of whole-body protein or net protein balance
(NPB). Muscle FSR measured in skeletal muscle only identifies the synthesis rate of SM protein and generally studied in
a non-realistic setting – i.e., a single muscle group. All proteins in the body are in a continual state of turnover and
therefore there is a constant process of both synthesis and breakdown. The net gain in muscle protein over time, or
the anabolic response, would have to be calculated as the difference between the rate of synthesis and rate of protein
breakdown, the later also being affected by meal insulin initiation.205,387,388 The authors found a direct linear
relationship between the total rate of appearance of EAA into the intracellular pool and the rate of muscle protein
synthesis (Figure 11).387,389 From this data, they conclude that the measurement of protein synthesis can only be
decided, in the context of the anabolic response, if matched against simultaneous changes in the rate of breakdown,
and the intra-cellular total rate of appearance of amino acids. 390,391,392 In other words, just because the maximum rate
of protein incorporated into tissues has been reached, it does not mean the maximal AA anabolic response has halted.
The response may continue as protein intake increases, thus increasing intracellular AA concentrations, providing a
signal to limit the rate of protein breakdown.128,198,387
Figure 11 - Relationship Between Protein Synthesis and the Intracellular Appearance of Amino Acids

The relationship between
muscle protein synthesis
(protein synthesis minus
breakdown) and the rate of
intracellular appearance of
amino acids. Rates were
determined in human
subjects using a three-pool
model of leg protein
metabolism. Source:
Nicolaas and Wolfe. 387
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Further, Kim et al., supported this extended protein anabolic theory by comparing the anabolic response of 40 g vs. 70
g of protein following exhaustive resistance exercise on NPB and found that NPB was more positive in the higher
protein group due to a greater suppression of whole-body protein breakdown, with a significant increase in wholebody protein synthesis.210 On the other hand, Stokes et al. argued that suppressing the normal exercise-induced rise in
MPB (especially important to initiating global remodeling, at least in early phases of resistance training) is not
necessary and probably yields no physiological benefit making the concept of increasing protein (or insulin) to reduce
MPB to potentially increase longer-term SM accretion (or NPB), a moot point as it relates to SM hypertrophy.376 In
fact, in the novice exerciser (unaccustomed activities), resistance training induced MPB necessarily potentiates a
global remodeling of all muscle fractions, which robustly stimulates MPS.197,202 As the novice exerciser transitions to
experienced, MPB decreases and overall MPS is attenuated but directed more towards myofibrillar adaptations than
earlier global remodeling.202,393,394 This argues for no need to suppress MPB with nutritional interventions such as
insulin stimulation or AAs beyond that necessary for SM MPS.376 However, most recently, Park et al., compared the
whole-body anabolic response in three treatments: intact whey protein supplementation (WPS) alone, and WPS
combined with 6 g and 12 g of EAAs, measuring whole-body protein kinetics.128 They found a dose-dependent greater
anabolic response with the addition of EAAs. The increase in net balance between whole-body protein synthesis and
breakdown was greatest in the high-dose EAA/WPS subjects. The greater anabolic response was due to greater
increases in whole-body protein synthesis (three-fold anabolic response increase in the 6 g group and 6-fold in 12 g
subjects) and a markedly greater suppression of whole-body protein breakdown (see Figure 12). Further, as shown in
Figure 13, in the high dose group, the authors showed the muscle protein FSR reflected the changes in whole-body
protein synthesis, also documenting a significant increase in the muscle FSR in a dose dependent manner.128 Their
conclusion appears to support protein’s anabolic limits extend beyond the common “muscle full” FSR measurements
and may include its components (EAA) contribution to suppressing MPB since the high dose did deliver a measurable
increase in both NPB and FSR, thus may have been partially due to the greater suppression of MPB (mindful that it
would take ~25 g of intact whey protein to supply the complement 12 g of EAA used in this treatment – i.e., added to
the intact WPS). To be sure, the fact that the well-known accelerated muscle building effects of anabolic steroids are
partially due to their anti-catabolic/nitrogen sparing effects, thus significantly suppressing MPB during strenuous
exercise, gives credence to the use of nutritional interventions, albeit through different mechanisms, to also reduce
MPB to under similar circumstances to further increase exercise-induced net SM protein gains. 395,396,397
The practicality in real life to the question: “what is protein’s anabolic threshold?” probably only matters to those
athletes that may control their protein intake per meal based on the old school 20-30 g meal limit because they may
believe that more is wasted or something bad might happen if you eat more. Unless you are consuming complete
protein foods to the extent where you are replacing other healthy foods within your caloric allotment (or sport
requirement needs based on macronutrient recommendations by sport), the athlete won’t hinder their health or
performance consuming slightly or moderately more than old-school or current “muscle full”
guidelines.16,24,28,30,33,36,37,38,39,40 Additionally, depending on individuality, slightly higher intakes per meal as shown here,
may offer the potential to improve desired gains long-term. Mindful that SM makes up ~25% of whole-body
proteins, 398 the relevance to hypertrophy in the short-term from consuming more than the old school muscle full 2030 g, may be unmeasurable but indeed, if this whole body NPB improvement discussed here, contributes to better
overall recovery, there may be a positive accumulating effect over time, thus extending and improving performance
progression or helping prevent injury.
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Figure 12 - Net Protein Gain from EAA Combined with WPS and WPS Alone

Source: Park et al.128 Changes from baseline of whole-body net protein balance (NB), protein synthesis (PS) and protein breakdown (PB) following
ingestion of the free EAAs/WPS composition (6.3 g and 12.6 g) and the whey protein product (17 g). Values are normalized for the amount of
product consumed. *Statistically different from High EAA; #Statistically different between Low EAA and whey protein.

Figure 13 - Changes in Fractional Synthesis Rate (FSR) from EAA Combined with WPS and WPS Alone

Source: Park et al.128 Muscle protein fractional synthesis rate (FSR) following consumption one of two doses of the free EAAs/protein
composition (6.3 g and 12.6 g) and the whey protein product (17.9 g). *Statistically significant from fasted within treatment.

Summary
Like most nutrition recommendations, protein requirements are individual including being partially related to
preference, and researchers are still in discovery of protein’s anabolic threshold per meal (3 to 4-hour intervals), based
on defining the anabolic response as whole-body protein turnover or net protein balance. MPB is unequivocally part of
the MPS process for all humans, and whether using nutritional interventions (high protein or EAA intake) to reduce
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MPB from exercise induced damage to yield a better MPS/recovery response, remains unknown but appears likely and
may be important to the competitive lifespan of athletes. Nevertheless, in the properly fed athlete, meeting daily
protein requirements (1 g/lb/LBM or body weight) divided between four to six meals will cover any differences in
scientific opinions. Moreover, no matter the final destinations, almost all protein/AAs consumed will be utilized
somewhere with higher than recommended amounts for supporting MPS deemed safe. Lastly, going beyond protein’s
anabolic contribution may have other personalized benefits such as satiety and lifetime weight control.
In summary, the current scientific consensus is as follows: the amount of protein per feeding (~3-to-4-hour intervals)
that maximizes recovery including the desired exercise-induced musculoskeletal/ cardiovascular adaptations (e.g.,
hypertrophy, BMD, muscular endurance, etc.) is proposed to be 0.18 to .25 g/lb of LBM (0.4 to .55 g/kg body weight).

Protein Safety and Upper Limit
Throughout each section of this document, protein intake safety and efficacy are discussed and referenced at or above
the new proposed recommendations (1-1.2 g/lb/LBM/day) for each circumstance including age groups, with no known
adverse effects. Additionally there is no established Tolerable Upper Limit (UL) for protein and a wide range of daily
intake is now within the DGAs.16,399 The Institute of Medicine’s (IOM) review of studies examining adverse effects of
high-protein diets was unable to identify a level of daily protein that increased the risk of health problems including
renal, osteoporosis, kidney stones, obesity, etc.399 One common question has always been the amount of protein that
negatively effects renal function. Currently, there is no evidence that increased urea formation or changes in
glomerular filtration rate from protein intake beyond nitrogen balance or within DGA guidelines (10-35% of total
calorie intake) causes kidney damage in healthy persons. 400,401,402 In fact, clearance becomes more efficient with higher
protein intakes.33,403 Bone health was another common concern with high protein intakes. A systematic review by
Darling et al. on the subject determined there was insufficient evidence that high protein intakes effect bone health
either positively or negatively, 404 and recently possibly positive, 405 and especially with adequate dietary calcium. 406,407
The Groenendijk et al. systematic review supports that a protein intake above the current RDA may reduce hip
fracture risk and may play a beneficial role in bone mineral density (BMD) maintenance and loss in older adults.343
The bottom line is that chronic protein intake two to four times the RDA and up to 35% of daily energy intake is shown
to be safe and effective for healthy individuals as long as protein is not replacing other necessary nutritious
foods.16,24,28,30,33,36,37,38,39,40,107,341,342,399,403

Carbohydrate –Maltodextrins
WheySmooth is primarily a fast-acting protein supplement. The carbohydrate content in WheySmooth is strategically
designed to not only allow the whey protein to maintain its natural quick absorption/utilization rate, but also: 1) for
minimal calorie contribution allowing adjustments (added foods/fluids into mix) as desired; 2) rapid gastric emptying
thus oxidation during pre/post workout periods to help maximize MPS within the proposed “anabolic windows”; 3)
flavor and easy mixing properties.
Maltodextrin
Maltodextrin is a polysaccharide. It is a lightly hydrolyzed starch used as an ingredient in many food products as a
thickener and carbohydrate source. 408 Maltodextrin is easily digestible, being absorbed as rapidly as glucose but
moderately sweet or sometimes bland making it desirable in food manufacturing.408 Carbohydrates in sports are
generally placed in two categories. Those that can be oxidized (used for energy) rapidly (up to ~60 g/hr) and those
oxidized slower (up to ~40 g/hr.). 409 Maltodextrins like glucose, maltose and sucrose fall in the rapid category. These
carbohydrates are digested and absorbed at rapid rates making them readily available to working muscle and, when in
small amounts as in WheySmooth, do not slow down amino acid absorption from protein.51 These qualities, including
maltodextrin’s food mixture compatibility, make them ideal in a product like WheySmooth that is designed as a low
calorie (but flexible) high protein meal supplement and pre/post workout protein supplement.408,409, 410
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Co-factors Including Sweeteners
Co-factors in a protein powder are combined to deliver better taste with low calories, texture, mixing ability, uniform
nutrient distribution, ingredient flow and stability, including during cooking or baking, and a practical product shelf
life.
Sweeteners Background
Health outcomes or adverse reactions to natural and/or added caloric sweeteners (CS), such as refined sugars, honey,
syrups, fruit sugars, sucrose and their constituent molecules, include, but are not limited to obesity, blood sugar
spikes, tooth decay and allergic responses from the residues from their sources of origin, has spawned the need and
growing use of non-nutritive sweeteners (NNS). 411,412,413,414,415,416,417 Further, these issues related to CS have led to
prevention policies such as sugar-sweetened beverage taxes and front-of-package labels, may also be incentivizing
companies to utilize NNS as a way of reducing CS. 418,419,420,421 (New FDA label format can be viewed here.)
Recognizing there are industry and cult biases towards the use of NNS (none have been validated or
accepted), 422,423,424,425,426 the major scientific bodies around the world have firmly established their safety including for
use with children, 427,428,429,430,431,432,433 thus require no label warnings as added CS and other natural ingredients (e.g.
peanuts, shell fish, wheat, dairy, etc.)416,418,419,420
In summary, FDA approved NNS advantages over CS include:
• Higher nutrition per calorie/sweetness to support desired body composition, especially when used to replace
CS 434,435
o Sucralose tested best of NNS and sucrose in weight management435
• Supports blood sugar (approved for diabetics)423,428,434
• Lower risk of adverse reactions common with “natural” sweeteners (honey, stevia, lactose, fruit sugar residues,
etc.)415,416
• Supports weight control versus being a contributing factor in weight gain429,434,436,437,438,439,440
• Approved for children429,430,431
Finally, the Martyn et al. review titled “Low-/No-Calorie Sweeteners: A Review of Global Intakes” concluded that
“Overall, the studies conducted since 2008 raised no concerns with respect to exceedance of individual sweetener
acceptable daily intake (ADIs) among the general population globally. Additionally, the data identified do not suggest a
shift in exposure over time, with several studies indicating a reduction in intake.” 441
Sweeteners in WheySmooth
Sweeteners used in WheySmooth appear at the end of the ingredient list as they are in minute amounts per serving
and inert in human metabolism thus no effects within the body other than taste. 442 For frequently asked questions
(FAQs) on non-nutritive sweeteners click here. Non-nutritive sweeteners (NNS) are those that sweeten with minimal
or no carbohydrate or energy. NNS are regulated by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) as food additives.427 The
FDA approval process includes determination of probable intake, cumulative effect from all uses and toxicology
studies.427,428 Eight NNS (aspartame, acesulfame potassium, luo han guo [monk] fruit extract, neotame, saccharin,
stevia, sucralose and advantame) are approved for use in the United States (click here for a list, uses and metabolism)
with acesulfame K and sucralose being among the most popular414 largely because of their unique functional
properties in enhancing food products including taste.414 As with any fitness supporting food product, the better the
taste and versatility, the greater chance of sustained use to support health and fitness goals.
Acesulfame Potassium (Ace-K)
Acesulfame potassium (chemical formula C4H4KNO4S; CAS registry number 55589‐62‐3) is approximately 200 times
sweeter than sugar and is often combined with other sweeteners as an additional flavor enhancer in foods because it
is heat stable during baking and environmentally friendly. 443,444 Ace-K is typically used in frozen desserts, candies,
beverages, and baked goods. More than 90 studies support its safety and is used in WheySmooth to support baking
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capacity and sweetness. 445 For a complete current review on Ace-K, readers are referred to Belton et al.’s “A Review of
the Environmental Fate and Effects of Acesulfame‐Potassium.”444
Sucralose
Sucralose is also a NNS, and is made from sucrose by a process that substitutes three chloride atoms for three
hydroxyl groups on the sucrose molecule. 446,447 Sucralose is a very versatile NNS that is 450–650 times sweeter than
sucrose, possesses a pleasant sweet taste and a quality and time intensity profile that is close to that of sucrose
making a popular NNS.414,448 Sucralose has been extensively studied with more than 110 safety studies reviewed by
the FDA in approving the use of sucralose as a general purpose sweetener for food.427,428,446, 449 A primary advantage of
sucralose for consumers is its exceptional stability. It retains its sweetness over a wide range of temperature and
storage conditions and in solutions over time. This stability allows manufactures to create greater tasting foods and
beverages and maintain the fresh flavor. Like Ace-K, sucralose is heat stable, meaning that it stays sweet even when
used at high temperatures during baking, making it a common sugar substitute in baked goods.448,450
The FDA established an acceptable daily intake (ADI) for sucralose of 5 milligrams per kilogram (Europe’s is 7 mg/kg
and Canada’s is 11 mg/kg) of body weight (mg/kg) per day.*427 The amount of sucralose per serving in WheySmooth is
~34 mg.
*Out of safety precautions to protect all sub-groups of people, the ADI represents an amount 100 times less than the quantity of
sucralose found to be safe in research studies.427 For a person weighing 150 pounds (68 kg), the US ADI equates to 340 mg of
sucralose—the amount found in nine cans of diet soda or more than 28 individual packets of sucralose—consumed, on average,
every day over a lifetime.

Carboxymethyl Cellulose
Carboxymethyl cellulose (CMC) or cellulose gum is a popular non-toxic cellulose (fiber) derivative, an FDA approved
food additive and on the generally recognized as safe list (GRAS). 451 CMC is used in food as a viscosity modifier or
thickener, and to stabilize emulsions (emulsifier) in food products. 452,453 CMC is used extensively in gluten-free and
reduced fat food products such as WheySmooth. 454 Use of CMC also ensures smooth dispersion in flavor oils, and
improves texture and overall quality.453,454
Xanthan Gum (XG)
Xanthan gum is a water soluble, high molecular weight natural polysaccharide produced by a fermentation process. 455
Due to its high molecular weight (2.0 × 106–2.0 × 107 Da) and unique chemistry, xanthan gum shows excellent
pseudoplasticity, thickening, and rheological properties, and is highly stable to heat, acid, and alkali making it
ubiquitous in food products. 456,457,458 Because of its safety profile the United States FDA approved xanthan gum as a
food additive in 1969, and European countries followed suit where it is primarily used as a molding agent, stabilizer,
viscosifier, and thickener. 459,460, 461 Additionally, small amounts of XG can enhance taste and prevent insoluble
ingredients in juice‐type beverages from precipitating. Due to its soft texture and ability to function as a stabilizer it is
used for many different formulations with applications in pharmaceuticals, dietary supplements, and food products
such as WheySmooth. 462

WheySmooth Summary
Compared to other proteins, gram per gram, whey protein has been shown to be superior in delivering muscle
protein synthesis (MPS), health and weight control outcomes based on its structure and subsequent unique
functional properties such as: 1) higher EAA content (12.4 g/25 g); 2) higher BCAA (5.6 g/25 g); 3) higher leucine (3
g/25 g); 4) faster digestion/absorption to timely amplify MPS around exercise; 5) less splanchnic AA extraction so
more AA are directly available for MPS; 6) whey concentrate (WC), along with the AAs, also contains whey’s natural
unique growth and health/immune supporting molecules along with 200 mg of calcium and 224 mg of potassium
per serving. WheySmooth (WS) uses an ion-exchange instantized protein blend containing 90% whey concentrate,
5% whey isolate (cold filtered) and 5% casein for immediate and extended release and easy mixing along with coPractitioner Dietary Supplement Reference Guide
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factors that give the product its desirable taste, texture, uniformity, and stability. The WS ingredients and
macronutrient profile of low fat, carbohydrate and calorie per protein amount (25 g protein, 7 g carbohydrate, 2 g
fat) make it an ideal protein source for weight/fat conscious exercisers/athletes to use as a pre/post workout
supplement and/or integrated as described above into a weight control daily meal plan.
WS in its native high protein, low calorie powdered form, including chocolate, vanilla, unflavored and all-natural
versions, can serve as the starting ingredients for the user to add as desired (e.g., fruits, vegetables, dairy, etc.) to
complete a healthy meal/shake – i.e., serves as a tasty delivery system to include important foods not always
regularly consumed. Further, WS’s accompanying ingredients allow for easy mixing and ideal for baking.
Finally, since WS is a convenient, flexible and superior low calorie protein source for the stimulation of MPS and
supplementing the diet, regular use could act as a positive influence on the regulation of muscle mass, overall
health and weight control across the lifespan.
Typical Use
WheySmooth™ (WS) is ideal for persons, including athletes or exercisers, seeking a protein source with the highest
biological value rating (104) because of its gram per gram ability to meet the body’s AA requirements, especially the
EAAs including leucine, contained in a very low-calorie mix that can be adjusted to maximize training induced size,
performance, strength and body composition outcomes.
• Low calorie, high protein source to support any goal because it can be adjusted as desired including adding other
nutrition components.
• Anyone pursuing weight/fat loss as an ideal high protein, low calorie protein source.
• Anyone throughout life who is not meeting protein requirements for specific goals including aging.
• As a pre/post workout supplement for anyone especially physique competitors or other weight/body-fat
conscious athletes during the final weeks of competition dieting, to help meet expanded protein requirements
with fewer calories.
• Anyone wanting a great tasting, flexible (add desired nutrition to the high protein, low calorie mix) convenient
(portable), high-quality protein source including all-natural versions.
• Fortifying foods such as in baking/cooking (e.g., muffins, pancakes, breads, cookies, brownies, etc.) to increase
protein content per serving.
• As a protein supplement to help ensure meeting new recommended daily protein needs, WS can reduce monthly
food bills while delivering higher nutrition in fewer calories that many popular food protein sources.

Precautions (see Protein Safety and Upper Limit Section)
Older data suggested an increase in calcium loss with high protein intakes may negatively affect bone health. 463
However, newer studies have found the link between high protein intake (above the RDA) and bone health to be
positive343,405,406,407,464,465 or no effect.404,406 The Institute of Medicine’s and other related studies have concluded that
levels of dietary protein are not associated with a decrease in renal function with age.28,33,399,400,401,402,403,466,467,468,469
Contraindications
There is negligible lactose in WheySmooth (removed during production), therefore it would only be contraindicated in
people unable to consume milk proteins.72,73
Adverse Reactions
There should be no adverse effects in healthy users at the recommended doses unless allergic to milk proteins.
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Upper Limit/Toxicity
Currently there is no upper limit established for protein. Further, chronic protein intake two to four times the RDA and
up to 35% of daily energy intake is shown to be safe and effective for healthy individuals as long as protein is not
replacing other necessary nutritious foods.16,24,28,30,33,36,37,38,39,40,107,341,342,399

Summary
Purpose
• Because of whey protein’s constituent essential amino acid content, including BCAAs (especially leucine) and other
functional components and rapid skeletal muscle bioavailability, gram for gram it is superior to other protein
sources in potentiating a greater muscle protein synthesis (MPS) and health response per calories ingested.
• Fast acting, low calorie and highly anabolic pre- and post-workout supplement for athletes to maximize MPS
during restricted calorie intake to help maintain and timely amplify MPS during fat/weight loss (e.g., physique
competitors, fighters/wrestlers, weightlifters, etc.).
• Especially important for older athletes seeking physical improvements as the body becomes more resistant to
anabolic effects of food and exercise.
• Used as a primary protein source during a meal replacement integrated diet and weight loss program to establish
the best possible outcome (e.g., appetite and calorie control, preservation of LBM, greater fat oxidation, etc.).
• Regular use throughout the aging process to support newer expert protein requirements necessary to support
lean body mass (LBM) body mass in older adults.
• As a protein supplement to help ensure meeting new recommended daily protein needs, WS can reduce monthly
food bills while delivering higher nutrition in less calories that many popular food protein sources.
Unique Features
• 25 grams of the highest biological value protein, 7 g of carbohydrate, 2.5 g of healthy fat in only 160 calories.
• Co-factors ensure nutrient uniformity and stability with great taste, easy mixing and baking qualities.
• No gas or bloating as is common with other protein powders.
• Contains only two grams of sugar.
• Aspartame free.
• NSF Certified for Sport (NSFCS), which is an additional product guarantee for drug tested athletes. Click here
for the dotFIT NSFCS section.
• Formulated and manufactured for great taste and pleasing texture in a regularly inspected NSF certified
facility, in compliance with Good Manufacturing Practices (GMPs) exclusively for dotFIT, LLC.
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